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ABSTRACT 
Let H be a Hermitian matrix, X an orthonormal matrix, and M = X*HX. Then 
the eigenvalues of M approximate some eigenvalues of H with an absolute rror 
bounded by I]ttX- XMI]2. The main interest in this work is the relative distance 
between the eigenvalues of M and some part of the spectrum of H. It is shown that 
distance depends on the angle between the ranges of X and HX. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let H ~ C" x,, be a Hermitian matrix, X ~ C" × ''~ be an orthonormal 
matrix, and 
M = X*HX, R = HX-  XM, ~=~(X) ,  (1) 
where ~' ( ' )  denotes the range of a matrix. Furthermore, let 
A i >~ ".- >~ A,, and P~I >~ "'" >/ /x,,, 
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be the eigenvalues of H and M, respectively. If ~ is an invariant subspace of 
H, then R = O and the spectrum of M is contained in the spectrum of H. If 
~5~ is an approximate invariant subspace of H, then we expect he spectrum of 
M to approximate some eigenvalues of H. An important result of Kahan (see 
[3]) states: 
THEOnEM 1. There are eigenvalues Ajk, k = 1 . . . . .  m, of  H such that 
IAj~ - ~kl < 118112, j = 1 . . . . .  m. 
The estimate of Theorem 1 can be modified to deal with relative approxima- 
tions of eigenvalues of H from some approximate invariant subspace of H. 
Let us assume that H is nonsingular and define 
r = nx ,  z = H- 'x ,  y .7 (2) 
Note that dim ~qa = dim ~" -- dim _2. To measure how far ~-~ is from being an 
invariant subspace of H, we use the angle O(~, y )  defined by 
sin ®(~-~, /) = IlPxv- Pyl]2, 
where P(.) denotes the orthogonal projector onto the indicated subspace. The 
following proposition indicates how to compute the angle O(~, y )  using X, 
Y ,R .  
PROPOSITION 2. Let X, Y, S ,  y ,  R be as in (1), (2). Then 
sin O(~, q~, ~e') = IlnY*ll~, 
where Y* = ( y , y ) -  l y , is the pseudo inverse of  Y. 
Proof. From 
R = ( I -XX*)HX = ( I -XX*)QT,  
where HX = QT is the QR factorization of Y, we obtain 
and, taking norms, 
RT-1Q * = ( I  - xX* )QQ*  
s inO(~,y)  = I[RT-~II2 = IlnYtll~. • (4) 
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sin O(S ,  y )  < 1. (5) 
THEOREM 3. There are at least m eigenvalues Ai~, k = 1 . . . . .  m, o f  H f i)r  
which 
IAi k - ~k] 
la, l k= l . . . . .  m,  (6)  
hold, where P~ denotes the orthogonal projector on S ,  Py. ~ is the projector 
on ~e" along 2" l , and we assume that the right hand side in (6) is less than 
one.  
Proof. First, we shall construct Hermitian /t = H - 6H for which Y is 
invariant subspace. Set 1 
Then 
3H = RX*  + XR*.  (7) 
( H - 3H)X  = HX - ( HX - XM)  - XR*X = XM,  
which means that ~q~ is invariant subspace o f /4 .  (Recall that X*R = R*X = 
O.) Thus, the eigenvalues of M coincide with at least m eigenvalues of H. 
Let us estimate 3HH -1, i.e., the size of 113Hw[Iz relatively to [Inwll2, 
w ~ C". We have 
3UU -r = ( I  -XX*)HXX*H -1 +XX*( I  -HX.X*H- ' ) .  (8) 
The matrix 
P~,2" = HXX*H-1  = YZ* 
' cf. [a]. 
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is the projection onto y along 2" ± because (see [4, Chapter 3]) 
(P2.~$/) t = (zz tyyt )  t 
= (y t ) * (y* (y t ) * ) - ' (Z*y) - l ( z*z ) - t (Z*y) - * (Zty )*z*  
-- r ( z* r ) - l ( z*z ) - ' z  * = Y(Z*ZZ*Y) - l z  * = YZ*. 
(Also, note that y ± (q 2" = ~/N _~ ± = {0}.) Hence, 
8HH- '  = ( I  - Py )Py  2 + P~( I - Py,2") .  (9) 
Now, by a result of Veselid and Slapni~ar [5], the eigenvalues of H and /~ 
can be set in one-one correspondence with the relative error bound 
118nH-111e. Indeed, 
w* 8H*  8Hw = w*HH -1 8H*  8H H-~Hw 
~< 118nn-lllz z w*n2w,  w ~ C",  
and the statement ofTheorem 3.16 in [5] holds with 7/= 118HH -~ 112, i.e., the 
ordered eigenvalues Ai, X'i of H and /~, respectively, satisfy 
a,, 
1-  r/~< ~[ ~ 1 + r/, l~<i<~n.  
This completes the proof. • 
The bound in Theorem 3 has a nice geometric interpretation. Using the 
relation 
( I  - P:~)Py, 2" + P~( I  - ey,2")  = ( I  - P~)P~.. + e~r(t - Py )  
+( I  - e~) (ey ,~ - Py) 
+ e.(P  - 
we can bound llSHH-ll[2 in Theorem 3 by 8 l + 8e, where 
8~ = 11(I - P~)ey  + e:r( I  - ey)ll2, (10) 
82 = II(z - ex~)(Py,~ - Py )  + P , (Py  - Py,_~)[iz- (11) 
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We use the following elegant representation of a pair of orthogonal projectors 
in C", clue to Wedin [6]. 
THEOREM 4 (Wedin). Let ~t" l, /'¢'2 be linear subspaces in C". Assunw 
that 
(a) rank P~r P~,2 = k + l; 
(b) P~, P~r~ has k singular values equal to one. 
Then there exists an orthogonal basis of C '~ with respect o which P~r~ and 
P~r~ can be represented by block diagonal matrices P~ and P2, respectively, 
where 
[ ] i ] e, = • * , (~ '~)  , e2 = • %, (~2)  , i=1 i=l A.,rl ±~', 
q~, (~e',) = 1, 0], *0, = sin 
l Oi 
[ [cos 0 i sin 0/], 
0/ 1 
I k is the k x k identity matrix, A~r,, A~2 are diagonal matrices with diagonal 
entries from {0, 1}, and 
A~r,i~r 2= O.  
The n///?dgers 
0<0~< .-. ~ 0z < ~r/2 
are the ac~te principal angles between ~'1 and d{ 2. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let 61, 62 be as in (10), (11). Let 0 be the maximal 
ac~tte principal angle between ~ and ~¢', and let q) be the maximal acute 
principal angle between 9/" and .U. Then 
31 = sin O, (12) 
3 2 = tan q~. (13) 
If H = H 1 then 6 2 = O. 
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Proof. In the suitably chosen orthonormal basis, 81 is the spectral norm 
of the matrix 
F = 1 ] 
i=1  
O 
where 
= = [ 12 - * , (~) ]*0 , (~ ' )  + ®, (~) [  z2 - *0 , (y ) ]  
sin Oi - cos  0 i] 
= sin Oil cos 0 i sin 0 i ]" 
Hence, 81 = sin /9. Using the same technique, we can evaluate 82. First, note 
that 
8~ = I ley~ - e.rf~ = H(e~ey)  t - P.H2. 
It can be shown that in a certain orthogonal basis of C n the matrix of 
(p.~py)t _ py is block diagonal with nontrivial blocks of the form 
T i=[  0 tan qSi 1 
0 0 ' 
where ~b i denotes the ith acute principal angle between ~" and .~. Hence, 
8 2 = tan ~b. • 
2. RESIDUAL BOUNDS WITH SYMMETRIC SCALING 
The matrix 8HH -1, which represents the relative perturbation, is not 
Hermitian. The following theorem gives the relative error bound with a 
Hermitian relative perturbation. 
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THEOREM 6. Let H = LL* be positive definite. Let 
~¢'L = L*~g ~, ..UL= L I~T, 
and let tb be the minimal acute principal angle between ,~'i~ and .U L. There 
are at least m eigenvalues Ai~, k = l . . . . .  m, of H fi)r which 
IAi~ - /.%[ sin ~b 
k = 1 . . . . .  m,  (14)  
Ai~ 1 - sin O' 
provided that the right hand side in (14) is less than one. 
Proof. Let 6H be as in (7). Define YL = L 'X ,  Z~. = L- IX.  Then 
L - I  6HL * = ( I  - Z ,Y~) 'QZ*  + Z~Y?( I  - YzZ~)  
= (z  - e~,~, )ey ,~,  + e~, y , ( / -  e~, ~,) - a .  
Using the canonical representations of the pair Py,, P:2-,, we can see that in a 
suitably chosen orthonormal basis the matrix of 1~ is block diagonal with 
diagonal blocks of the form 
0 tan ~b i ] sin ~b i 
F ,  = - 111~112 = 
tan ~b i 2tan e~b~ ' 1 -  sin ~b i '  
with acute principal angles ¢fii between Yr. and 2"i. Hence, 
sin tfi 
I l aL I2  - 
1 - s in  ~b 
Now, the application of the perturbation estimates from [1] implies (14). • 
REMARK 7. The estimate of Theorem 1 is of the form 
18AI ~ IIRll2 = IIY - XMII2, (15) 
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while the estimate of Theorem 6 uses the Cholesky scaled (i.e. relative) 
residual bound 
18AI 
A 
- -  <~ IIz-~az~ + ZL( L-IR)*II2 
= I[(YL - ZLM)Z~ + GL(YL -- ZLM)*[le, (16) 
where H = LL*, YL = L'X, Z L = L-1X. An analogous bound holds if we 
replace L in (16) by the square root H 1/2 of H. If H= AuH sAn , A n 
diagonal nonsingular [e.g. A u = (diag H)l/2], then the proof of Theorem 6 
and the relative perturbation estimates from [1] yield 
~< IIHs-lll2 IIAHIRX*A~ ~ + A~IXR*A~III2. (17) 
Thus, if IIHs 1112 is of moderate size, then a diagonally scaled residual can 
also be used. 
REMARK 8. If X spans an invariant subspace of H = LL*, then L*X = 
L-1XM, i.e., the columns of L*X and L-1X span the same subspace. If we 
apply Theorem 6 to H 2, then the angle ~ is replaced by the maximal acute 
principal angle between y = ~ and 2" = H- t2  ". If H is indefinite with 
symmetric indefinite decomposition H = GJG*, J = diag(+ 1), then in the 
suitably chosen orthonormal basis the nontrivial blocks of f~' = G-15H G-*  
(see the proof of Theorem 6) have the form 
+[ 0 tan,, ] 
r ;  = _ tan ~b/ 2 tan20 i J "  
REMARK 9. The estimate (14) is a relation between the singular values of 
L* (L) and the singular values of YL = L*X. 
EXAMPLE 10. Let 
i1 10510] [Z] 
H= 10 -5 l 1 , X= , M=X*HX= 1. 
10 -5 1 101° 
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Then 
8H = RX* + XR* = 
0 10-,5 O] 
10 5 0 1 • 
0 1 0 
The bound from Theorem 3 which uses 8H H-t gives 
116HH-~II2 ~ 1. 
The Cholesky scaled residual bound gives 
IlL 16HL "112 < 1.1 × 10-.5, 
and the diagonally scaled residual bound, which additionally depends on the 
condition umber of diagonally scaled H, gives 
[ktiag(1, 1,10 5) ~H diag(1, 1, 10 5)112 = ~-  x 10 ,5. 
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